
welcome to brighter

How to put your 
people at the heart 
of sustainability

Webinar



Acknowledgement of 
Country

In the spirit of reconciliation, I acknowledge 

the Traditional Custodians of country 

throughout Australia and their connections 

to land, sea and community. I pay respect to 

their elders past, present and emerging, and 

extend that respect to all Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander peoples today.



Your panel for today’s session
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Emma Webb

Experience and 

Engagement

Mercer

Alex Edney

Head of Culture and 

Diversity

World Vision Australia

Angela Barton

General Manager, 

People and Culture

SIXT Australia

May Lee

Experience and

Engagement 

Mercer



The old working model is no longer fit for purpose
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People experiences lead the way 

How might we harness the collective energy so that we unlock potential with 

human-centred environments? 

33% of 

executives 
are building more human-

centric organisations

Leading

organisations
are coming off mute on

what they believe in and 

taking on the values

of their people  

Executives 
are entering into genuine 

dialogue with their people to 

design and co-create the 

future of work

41% of c-suite 
say the pandemic has 

forced a fundamental shift in 

their business and required 

a complete reset around 

work, the workforce and the 

workplace

82% of 

employees
trust their company

to do the right thing

for society

Most 

employees
say the pandemic has 

driven them to 

rethink their 

priorities



Sustainability starts with Purpose 

Embracing 

sustainability 

requires a paradigm 

shift. As a result, 

most organisations 

face a cultural 

challenge to make 

sustainability an 

integral part of their 

core beliefs and 

behaviours. People Sustainability is a precondition for 

environmental sustainability and part of a collective 

social and environmental ecosystem. 
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People 

Sustainability –

what does it 

mean?

“People Sustainability 

means treating people 

responsibly, taking care 

of people’s physical 

and mental well-being 

and valuing talent for 

their contribution."

of employees expect their 

company to pursue a 

sustainability agenda

96%

executives in Australia say 

that employee expectations 

are the key driver of their 

sustainability/ESG efforts

1 in 3

more likely to say that 

sustainability strategies 

and goals are a clear 

priority for their company’s 

executive team

2 x
Thriving employees are 



Poll
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People Sustainability is on our agenda with a focus on:

1. Physical Well-being

2. Mental and Emotional Well-being

3. Inclusion and Diversity 

4. Flexible / Hybrid Working

5. Talent, Attraction and Retention

6. Employee Value Proposition (EVP) 

7. Employee Experience (EX)

8. All of the above

9. None of the above – it’s not on the agenda (yet)

10. Other (please share in the Q&A)
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Nurturing People Sustainability is the “S” in ESG

Social needs
are met 

3x more likely
to feel connected
to co-workers when
remote working

The company
cares about 
financial
well-being

3x more likely
to say their 
company offers 
access to free 
financial planning 
advice

Physical
well-being
is a priority 

2x more likely
to say their 
company helps 
them afford
medical care

Emotional
well-being is 
supported

3x more likely
to say their company 
takes mental health 
seriously

Thriving employees are:

7x more likely
to say they work in a healthy workplace

Holistic 

approach & 

culture



Mercer’s People Sustainability Model 

At the heart is a human-centric 

approach that embraces 

equity, diversity and 

inclusion. 

45%
of employees want to work for 

an organisation known for 

protecting employees’ physical, 

psychological and financial 

well-being
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What people

want from work 

fundamentally

has not changed; 

how we engage 

with work has
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Past Focus:

Retention

Past Focus:

Motivation

Current Focus:

Well-being

Future Focus:

Agency

Basic Needs: 

Pay, Benefits, Security

Workers are assets

to be retained

Pay and benefits for time 

and output

Psychological Needs:

Achievement, Camaraderie, Meaning

Employees are assets to be 

acquired and optimised 

Broader set of rewards (pay, benefits, 

career, experiences) in exchange for 

organisational engagement 

Growth Needs: 

Purpose, Equity, Impact

Human-led, 

Technology Enabled

People and machines work together 

for maximum value creation

Rewarding experience 

in exchange for a 

wide range of contributions

Fulfilment Needs: 

Choice, Connection, Contribution

Human-centred, 

Relationship built

People across the talent ecosystem 

partner with each other to build 

sustainable systems

Total rewards that include 

flexibility in return for a 

healthier life
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loyalty contract
(transactional)

engagement contract
(work and workplace centred)

thrive contract
(whole person consideration)

lifestyle contract
(LifeX - life experience)

An experience-led relationship is here to stay
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An opportunity to provide feedback:

o How would you rate today’s webinar?

o Follow up with Mercer’s Employee Experience team

You will receive via email:

Complimentary EX self diagnostic tool:

Assess your company's employee experience 

maturity

Resources: 

• Recording and slides of the webinar

• ‘People sustainability: How about the “S” in 

ESG?

Coming up: Global Talent Trends 2022 Study

What’s next

Global 

Talent 

Trends 

2022
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Thank you for 
joining us today


